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PROLETARIAN LESSONS
What is the Class Struggle?
PROLETARIAN LESSON, NUMBER 1
What is the class struggle? Is it something
that simply exists in the minds of certain people,
or is it a condition that has been brought about
by agitators who have stirred up strife between
capital and labor?
These and many other questions may be asked
as a result of the current misconceptians and
misrepresentations of what the class struggle
really is. Ofcourse there are people who maintain tbat it is simply a myth as classes in society
do not exist. Others admit that it may exist in
other countries but there is no such thing as a
class struggle in "free America."
It is my purpose here to give as brief an outline
as possible of the social phenomenon tbat is
universally known as the class struggle. And
in subsequent lessons I shall try to explain the
different aspects of the struggle and the nature
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of the social arrangements and institutions thai
arise from the atruggle of the classes.
First, remember that the class struggle is not
a mere theory. It is a social condition. It is
something that is going on all around us. I t
apresses itself in continuous conflict between
different social classes. The forms and conditions of the conflict may change from time to
time but the conflict itself is continuous.
At times it is more or less recessive, almost
peaceful. Again it may be violent in certain districts or in certain industries for a p e r i d of time.
In its higher stage it takes on the form of dvir
war. Almost every civil war in history has been
a struggIe between classes ; a struggle for power,
for political control of a nation.
The English Civil War, in the day8 of Cromwell, was just the natural outcomt of a great
class struggle. It was a struggle between the
aristcmacy (Cavaliers) and the rising capitalists
(Roundheads), with victory for the puritanical
wpitalists.
The American Civil War was a cfasa conflict
also. I t was a struggle for political control of
the U, S. A.; a struggle between the slaveholders of the South and the industrial capitalists of
the North, with victory for the latter and the
elimination of the former aa a class.
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WbatIstheDollyAspsetof

In its higher form the class struggle manifests

scioualy, to get a higher standard of living and
the employers struggle to keep down the
worker's standard, not from mere maliciousness,
but in order to obtain higher profits.

I

I

jurea the former. It is pIah that if the worker '

1
1

profit. Some "economists" tell ua that the more wages the worker gets the more profit d m the I I
capitalist make, Certain labor leaders when 4

ployera to cut down wages. If the claim were
true the capitalists would be raising wages dl
the time as evFry increase of pay would bring a
corresponding increase of profits.

The Individual

I

TLc capitalist is an individualist and acta individually as bx @XIS
indixikggl b ~ i n ~ s ,conja

w
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The worker is also an individualist ap
far as hi13individual pay envelope n concerned,
Generally speaking, neither the one nor the other
is governed by altruism. They do not act for
the good of mankind nor even for the benefit of
other members of their own class.

cerned.

If either capital or labor combines into a
class and acts dass-consciously it is because &cy

have learned that their individual in#erwk can
best be advanced in that manner. Individually
they are we&. Collective~y they are strong.
Both classes, therefore, organize their forces for
no other reason than the advancement of their
individual interests.

What M a b the C o d c t a Class Struggle?
The fact is that a very large number of people
having a common need, more pay for instance,
combine, and another ckss of people with needs
in common, more profits say, act in the aame
way. The result of those opposing interests is a
struggle between classes. Those two great social
classes, each trying to do the opposite, bring
abwt a condition of constant conflict. This is
what we mean by the class struggle. I t is something born out of existing conditions and is not
the resalt of preconceived designs.
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How to Tell a Clam
A class is not a biological development, nor is
it a condition of nature. Capitalists, for instance,
are not a11 of one height or weight or race or
color, Nor are they alike mentally. Some of
them are smart and others are very stupid. Some
are spendthrifts and others are misers. Most of
them are parasites. Very few of them would be
misstd. A class is an economic alignment; it ia
a social thing.
The real way to tell what constitutes a class
is to observe how vast numbers obtain their incoma The Chinese wall which divides the pcopie of America, and other capitalist nations, is
an economic one. ' All the people on one side get
their income through profit, interest, or rent.
Those are the capitalists.
On the other side of the d l arc those who
get their income in the form of wages. They arc
the proletarians. Just ask youraelf the question,
"How do I get my income?" If it comes from
interest or dividends, or from the profits of a
business, or from rent, then you must be a
capitalist But if you are depending upon tbt
contents of a pay envelope you are certainly a
proletarian; a modern wage worker.
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C h Struggle a Political Strnggle
The straggle of the two great classcs, Boutgeoisie and Proletariat (capitalists and wage
workers) is basically an economic conflict. It is
a question of bread and butter plus a few c h a p
luxuries for the one class and a desire to hold
and if possible increase these. With the other
i t is not merely bread and butter but great and
expensive luxuries of all kinds, such as limousines, yachts, mansion houses, high grade clothes
and other wonderful products of labor too
numerous to mention.
To hold and increase these luxuriea at the expenarc of the producers is the chief aim of the
o d n g class. That is the elementary nature of
the struggle but it is much more complex in its
fwm and operation,
The class struggle would never get beyond its
dementary economic status but for the fact that
the rich have at their disposal a highly organized
institution for the purpose of maintaining their
privleges; for preventing the poor from taking
possession of the industries and putting them
under the control of society. This powerful institution is the State, more commody called
government.
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What is the State?
PROLF3ARIAN LESSON, NUMBER 8
There are various opinions as to what the
State, or government, is; how it originated and
what its purpose.
The old conception of the State was that it
was of divine origin, and that it functioned in
harmony with the will of God. The King and
the aristocratic ruling class held their power
direct from the Almighty. But in these days
there is only a shadow of that belief left. T h e
divine rights of kings and governments have
almost mne.
The present conception of the State (we might
say the vulgar conception) is that governments
"obtain their power by the consent of the governed." This is the recognized conception of the
State. Such a view, of course, is in harmony
with the interest of the capitalist class, who control the press, pulpit and educational system.
The average worker who is trained to think
along those lines believes, because he votes the
way he is trained to, that he has something to
do with the operation of the State.
T h e modern working class movement, which
is as yet backward, contends that the State
always has been the means whereby a d i n g
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class holds a subject claar in check. Karl Marx
described it as "the public power of coercion."

A Chm Necessity
Before the advent of civilization, man lived for
countless ages in a classless society. Tribes and
clans owned the land and primitive means of
livelihood in common,
The domestication of animals and their de
velopment into flwke and herds resulted in their
becoming the property of individuals and furnishing those individuals the means of enslaving
their propertyless fellow tribesmen, as well as
captives talcen in tribal warfare.
Slavery was the first form of ucpbitation; the
first way of making men and m m c n labor for a
bare existence and furnishing comforts and
luxuries for the class of property owners who
enslaved them.
The first States that arose, those of the great
civilization of the past, such as Babylonia,

Greece, Carthage and Rome, were all based upcm
slavery.

The State is a necessary institution where
property and propertyless classes exist. It is
the organized power by which the p r o p e q owning class rules society and coerces the subject,
prapertyless, class.
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In the Feudd period the State evolved agah
out of the barbamus tribes of Europe. The
Feudal State was not based primarily upon the
ownership of human beings (slaves), but upon
the ownership of land The land slaves (seds)
were at the mexcy of the landowning aristocmts,
The FeudaI ruling clasq exploited their serfs
in a way peculiar to that land-owning civilization.
They did not give them food, shelter, etc., such
as the ancient s h e s received for their labor,
but they let them produce their own food, clothing, etc, in m many days of each week upon a
portion of land allotted to them (serf-soil). The
serfs had ta work the rest of the week on the
estates of their masters. For this service they
received no payment whatever.

The State and Industry

Out of the Feudal State emerged the present
State, the Capitalist form of government. The
modern parliamentary form, with "universal"
s&rage, is the highest development that masterclass aociety has produced.

The modern industrial system with "educated"
workers has made the parliamcnta~~,
democratic,
State necessary. The present State is not based
upon the ownership of slaves, nor primarily upon
the ownership of land, but upon the o w n e i p '
of induhy.
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The instrumenu of production (modern
machinery), are owned by a non-producing class.
The State, or government, is the institution
whereby that class maintains its ownership and
enjoys the fruits of the workers' labor.
The Capitalist State is not so clumsy as its
predecessors, the Slave and Feudal States. 1t
uses deception much more efficiently than the
States of the past. It 'hides its main weapon
(repression) more suecessfuIly.
As long as deception works the State appears
to be a "government of the peopIe (capitalists
and wage-workers), by the people and for the
paople." This is the cleverest deception of
modern times. The school, the press and the
pulpit work overtime on this clever lie, The
State does not take oB its mask unless circumstances compel it to. Its spokesmen, the statesmen, speak of "justice to all," the "rights of the
people," the "welfare of the country," etc. But
when it becomes necessary for the workers to
strike for more pay or shorter hours, or even
tu resist encroachment upon their hours and
wages, then the other weapon, repression, or
coercion, is resozted to.

The Rbal P

m

The process is t o call out *oops and other
coercive machincry of the State, and point the
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bayonet at the breast of the worker.
Deception as a wcapw is not abandoned, it is
simply stlpplemented by the real power of the
S$te, force. If the worker who hi hungry, while
the capitalist may be overfed, is willing to starve
in silence, then it is not necessary for the State
to unmask completely. Statesmen still talk of
fair and just settlements in the interests of
everybody. The capitalists sit tight and watch
hunger and suffering defeat the unarmed peace
ful workers, while their State forces, armed to
the teeth, await the signal for action.
Should the workers resist the starvation
process and seek t o lay hands upon the overstocked food stores, or seize the factories or
otherwise menace the inttrests of the capitalists,
then the State unmasks completely. It throws
deception to the wind and makes use of its real
weapon. It shoots, if necessary, the workers
into submission.
Often when a worker awakens to an understanding of the real nature of the State and sees
it as organized force, be renounces all weapons
but force. H e abandons the use of the ballot
and proclaims himself as opposed to sending
workers into parliamentary bodies.
Many ingenious arguments are used by the
Anarcbo-syndicalist and other anti-parliamentary
revohtionists.
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What is Working Class
Political Action?
PROLETARIAN LESSON, NUMBER 8
The political action of the working class is
determined by the economic needs of that class.
And since the economic needs of the proletariat
must ultimately lead to a struggle for the conquest of the economic resources; the machinery
of production and the products; it follows that
proletarian political action must of necessity be
revolutionary. While capitalism, like any other
social system, rests upon an economic foundation, its ownership is upheld and maintained
by political power.
The methods the workers will use to overthrow the capitalists will of course vary according to the different countries and the varying
conditions. The revolutionary approach will be
different in some countries from that of others.
The ruling class throughout the world is in
control of many States. T h e political power
functions somewhat differently in the various
countries but it is. all of the same general
character. At different times in the same country it may operate differently as a result of the
historic development and the objective cooditiona for the time being confronting the ruling
class.
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Political action embracm a wide range of
activity. In a revolutionary sense it implies any
action that has for its object the overthrow of
the political power of the ruling class. It implies even more. In a general way it embraces
any action that will weaken the power of the
ruling class with the object of its overthrow.
Parliamentmy Activity a Part of Political Action

It has suited the purpose of certain organizations to pretend that political action is confined to voting and sending representatives into
parliamwtary bodies. The anarchists and syndicalists insist upon confining their concepts of
political action to its parliamentary aspects.
This makes it easier for them to ask their
favorite questions in this relation. "If the capitalists deny the workera he right to vote or to
seat their elected representatives then political
action comes to an end; does it n o t ? ' T h e
Marxian political actionist, not holding this narrow conception, answers, "It does notl"
"Why waste tiae running candidates and
electing workers to a capitalist parliament when
it is quite clear that the capitalists will not swrender their political power to the workers wen
if their candidates obtain a majority of the votw
and elect a majority in the parliaments?"
the anarcho-syndicalist.

-
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To the above question there is more than
one answer. Xt is premised upon the understandmg that "the capitalists will not surrender
their political power to the workers!'
To the
revolutionist, "it is quite clear" that they will
not submit but it is not so clear to She great
mass of workers. Those have to be convinced
of the fact by two general methods, explanation
and actual experience. The majority can only
learn by the latter route. Some children do not
get burned when their parents explain to them
that fire hurts. Most of them have to bum their
fingers. Many of them haw to try the experiment several times,
Another good reason for the use of parliamentary action is the opportunity it &mds t o
fight capitalist control at short range and t o txpose the class nature of legislation. The masses
are still imbued with the belief that they are of
a "scIf-govming people," and that laws are
made in the interest of all.
To the communist every approach to the
wresting of power from the capitalist is a legitimate step. The capikdists hiive the power to
abolish the press and the public forum. Our
anarcho-syndicalists know this quite well but
they make use of the press while the opportunity to,do so Is stilt open to them, They also
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hold street and hall meetings, despite the fact
that they know that thost nrights"can bt taken
away from them. They have had m y a c h
experienca at the hands of the capitalists but
still m t i n u e to makc urn of what measure of
free ~peech and free press the capitalist 8ptern, in order to function smoothly, is obligcd
to permit. The same is tmt in relation to par&
mtnt as in relation to the press or propaganda
meetings.
The capitalist class did not in the first: case
simply admit the representatives of the working
clasa into their parliamentary bodies with the
idea of fooling them. Howcver, this ir not a
denial of the fact that working class reprteentatives, both inside and outside of parliamentary
bodies, are pulled around by the nom The extension of the franchise to the proletariat was an
inevitable development of capitalism. In its
atruggle with the aristacraq it had to appeal
politically to the workers and drag them into
its fight The aristocrats on the other hand were
not slow to use the workers against the -pidists. The working class sometimes profited by
this process. The passing of the ten-hour law
in B r i m is a good example. The ariatocrab
of course did not concede that political r e d
to working class support alone. It was mainly
as s blow at their political enemy, the capitalist
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class. The wiping out of the illiteracy of the
masses, so necessary to modern industry, was
aIso an important factor in the extension of
sd+
Capitalism has to give the worker the
vote and is obliged to permit his participation in

Communfsb in Parliament
Communists insist upon using parliament in
the same way that they use the press or the
public forum. It affords an opportunity to expose capitalist exploitation and the class nature
of democracy. It gives the working class representatives the opportunity to analyze the nature
of the capitalist proposals before the legislature
and to expose and obstruct as far as possible the
smooth operation af the repressive institution,
the State. Incidentally "if" the capitalists of
any country were to peacefully submit to the
will of the majority and surrender their control
of the nation and the machinery of production to
the broad masses of the working class it certainly would be stupid to object to the peaceful
parliamentary change. However, to tell the
workers that the change will come about in that
manner is wrong. The capitalist class has given
ampla demonstrations of its character and to
elrpect it to submit to the recorded will of the
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majoritp is Iike expecting fig9 to grow upon
thistles.
With this understanding, the cause ofwmkhg
class politid action is not premised upon the
concept that the capitalists will give up W r
political control as soon as a majority bas v w
for t6e rwo~utioaary change. ~
e is iti
premised upon tbc utopian notion that aa industrial union, with folded arms, will fo= the
.capitalists to surrender, or that the workers can
take the factories and withhold the prducts
from the capitalists who have the armed form
oi the State to enforce their will. All such naive
beliefs arise from an inadequate understandhg
of the State and its methods of operation. And
often it results from preconceived notions that
some "revoiutionists" will sooner die than give
UP-

W e showed in our last lesson just what the
be necessary here to
m i n d the reader 6f its armed forces and impress the point that those arms are not merely
ornaments, nor arc they simply for use in case
of foreign invasion or other such troubles with
the capitalists of other nations. They will bg
uscd against the working class, constitutiorylfly
or unconstitutionally, as the occasion may a@=
and the capitalists set fit. They will not give ap
their political control, no.matter how m d l a~
State is. So it will simply

I
I

I
I

I
I

~
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minority they may be, as long as they can command the armed forces of the State or any sub-

stantial portion thereof.
The Btmrludonarp Political Party
Working class political action starts with the
organizing of the more advanced and resolute
workers into a political party. This organization,
t o represent correctly the modern working class,
mast participate in all broad mass movements
of the working class without deviating from its
course or losing sight of its revolutionary goal.
The constant work of the party of the proletariat hinges around the exposure of capitalism
in all of its forms of deception and corruption
and particularly the laying bare of the nature of
the wage-system. The center of attack must
always be the State as it is the institution of
centralized capitalist pomr.
The revolutionary party of the proletariat
although distinct from the organized labor movement is nevertheless an inseparable part thereof.
Its task here is not a mere critical one but one
of showing by example and active participation
in the daily struggle the line of demarcation bttween capita1 and labor. It must at all times
struggle to keep the real issue clear and point
the revolutionary road of advance. It must not
c o n h e itself to an attack upon the Yabor-
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lieutenants*' of capitalism but it mast also expose "revolutionary" &me
and issd'tbose
pseud+revo1uti~nista who by their blwdtring
and stupidity and their inherent opportunism
play into the hands of the labor mbleaders and
drive tbc more progressive workers away from
the revolutionary cause.
The party of the proletariat must pIay openly
and honestly with the working class. It must
never attempt to circumvent or trick the workers
into a revolutionary position or otherwise deceive
them. It must surrender no principle nor M e
with the enemiea of the working chss for political
preferment or to gain numerical strength or a
momentary advantage. It must assail at all
times thost who defend the ca~italist class,
whether alleged friends of the workers or
avowed enemies. O n this important phase of
the political activities of the working class,
though the party that represents its relutionary interests, much can be sdd.
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PROLETARIAN LESSON, NUMBER 4
The revolutionary political party of the proletariat is not a separate and exclusive organization standing over and above the working
class. It is flesh of its flesh and bone of its bone.
I t has "no interests separate and apart from those
of the proletariat as a whole."
The working class is divided into two great
sections: the organized and the unorganized. In
America today, owing to certain conditians, the
larger portion of the proletariat is outside of the
labor unions. Therefore, the revolutionary party,
representing the interests of the proletariat as a
whole, makes its appeal to the entire working
class, organized and unorganized. This appeal
it makes in no abstract fashion but in certain
concrete ways that the workers can comprehend.
It urges the non-union worker to organize
with his kind. It points out to those workers
that the difference between an army and a mob
is a matter of organization. It incessantly
makes this appeal to the unorganized and aims
to awaken them to a consciousness of their class
wsition and class interests.

1
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It contends that the unoqpni%ed
lof
workers can not struggle for -.nre
capitalism if they are not ready for "tha. 6
elementary aspects of the struggle. It sttes a h
in the numerical expansion of the labor uniQns.r
ripening of the protetariat toward the ave&row
of capitalist society.
It urges upon the organized workers the
nectmity for a continuous struggle to raise
wages and shorten the hours of labor. Xt points
out that, despite the greatest successes in those
aims, the increasing productivity of labor gives
to thc employers greater gains than labor cy
possibly obtain under the wage sgatem, and
urges upon the labor movement the necessity of
, abolishing the capitalist ownership of the industries.
Although the chief rcdraitiag ground for i w r r
lutiwary work is the ranks of organized labor
it ir not the whole field. A stupid policy has
manifested itself in this relation. Some "rwulutionists" have turned to the labor unions and
@Pen them their exclusive attention and totally
neglected the unorganised mass without.

.

The recent history of alleged ~valutisnary
political actiwists in the American labor mment is a record of blunder after blunda which
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has resulted in an almost complete dimination
of the progrcssivt wing of the labor movement.
Crudity often leavca the progressive unionist no
other choice than that of going forward entirely
to the position of the revolutionist or going back
to the camp of the rcactionist. This is one of
the most serious errors as it i s easier for the
timid progressive to sIip back than to go forward to something he is not ready for. This
action has tufncd the progressive door keeper
of the anions, who formerly was prepared to
meet the communist spea?m with a , mile and
an extended hand, into a acowhg sentinel who
co-operatm with the reactionary wing for .the
exclusion of the communist propagandist and his
message. It does even more harm than that,
since the unionist who is known to be an outspoken champion of independent political action
for the working cIass is suppressed if not
actually expelled. It furnishes an unobstructed
opportunity for the conservative leaders to line
up the membership behind the old capitalist
parties,
In highly dcvdoped countries, like Britain or
America, the organized section of the working
class plays o strong social part The official role
of this section of the workers is usually very
reactionary and therefore in direct conflict with
the best interests of tbc workers as a class.

'
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Sometimes, where the workers axe more @tiealIy ripe, it is made use of as a sort of
valve for the capitalist system. That ia .tht
present role of the British Labor Party and the
Social Democmt~of Germany. Those particsj
partly aa a result of conscious effort but more
often through sheer stupidity, dissipate the
awakening revolt of the workers in parliamentary opportunism.

dm-

How Do Communim Work in the Labor Unions?
The communists without losing sight of facts
work to build up and strengthen that which the
capitalists are so anxious to tear down: the mass
of organized workers; the labor anions. Tth
communists see in the unions, despite their shortcomings in structural form and their political
shortsightedness, not to mention the plentiful
supply of treacheroue leaders, the most advanced
field for proletarian action in general and for
revolutionary political action in particular.
Revolutionary political actionists do not stand
at a distance and announce to the working clam
(organieed and unorganized) that it must come
to them for guidance. On the other hand they
do not follow the stupid policy that pseudorevolutionists have been so guilty of, namely,
thrusting ready-made formulas upon the labor
unione from without. With Ehc consistent oom-
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munist, guided by M d n understanding, the
question does not arise as to whether it is better to %ore from within" or bore from without.
He is a union man, an integral part of the ranks,
and as such he is no interloper. He i not making himael€ a "bore" to everybody around him
with artificial slogans and far-fetched formulas.
But he is watchful and patient and consistently
carries on his work of penetrating the ranks
with a clearer concept of the dass nature of
society and the nature of the task that lies before
the working class. He has the respect of his
felluw unionist, even though the latter may disagree for the time with his political vicwa H e
is not looked upon as a nut or a nuisance. He is
not regarded as a destructive agency but as one
who is trying to build up the organization.
The fitst thing that a communist must learn is
how to apply revolutiwary political principles to
the daily struggle, to the ever present problems
of the workers. This is not accomplished by fiery
speeches but by patient work with the rank and
file and endeavoring at all times to bring the
problem in hand t o its dass issua The second
thing that the revolutionist mnst learn is the
manner in which the union as a *ole and its
units operate. In other words he must understand unionism and correctly gaugBethe degree
of devdopmwt of the rank and file in g e n 4
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and the q e c X c group that he is called upon by
circumstances to work with.
The basic aim of revolutionary political action
in the American labor movement, at this time, is
the winning of the rank and file to the standard
of independent political action for the proletariat
as a class. This means that the communist must
work from the bottom and not from the top.
Tht winning of offices by intrigue and compromise with orthodox labor leaders, who usually
have no coddence in the membership under
them but have acquired the h a c k of fooling
them, is just the opposite of what communists
l o u i d do. On the other hand the shouting of
''faker," ''crook/ ek.,at the o5cials whom the
workers still have confidence in is equally
stupid. This policy often has the opposite effect
to that which it is supposed to aim at. Instead
of eliminating the reactionary leader, who may
be a11 and more than the names imply, it often
solidifies his grip on the membership.
Communist work in the labor movement of
America, unfortunately, is but in its elementary
stage. (We are considering now rhe makeup
of the membership of the unions.) The rank
and file are patriots. 'They have racial animosities, religious prejudices and many other
shortcomings besides being ignorant of the maat
elementary principles in relation to wages and
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other economic questions, not to mention their
ignorance of the history of the American labor
movement itself.
Communist pioneer work in the anions must
be along the lines of Iabor education designed to
win the worker to a political viewpoint that constitutes a definite break with the capitalist political parties. He must be induced to break forever with the Republicans and the Demomts,
cven if certain candidates present themselves for
his approval wearing overalls and the union
label. Re must be taught the dSerencc between
progressive workers and "progre~vc"
capitalists
of the type of the late Robert LaFollettc, whom
alleged revolutionists openly supported (the
Socialist Party) and so-called communists (the
Workers "Communist" Party) tried to support,

How

to W
i
n the Worker for

Inwdwxt

Polfstcal Action

That the old parties of capitalism are rotten
beyond redemption it is not hard to convince the
worker. But to confine our attack upon the p r ~
vailing corruption of those parties leaves the
worker still supporting them. He is used to that
condition and it does not worry him. He sees
graft and corruption in every walk of life and
has come to look upon it as a natural condition
which can not be cured but must be tndarcd.
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The worker will not break with "the party of
Lincoln,'' or, "the party of J&emm9*; the
Tarnmany ticket or the high tariff ticket, ar
whatever his pet political prejudice may be,
unless he has become convinced that thow
parties are in the camp of th&enemy, aad mom
over he must have concrete proof that they are
working against him. It is only when the c b a
nature of those parties becomes dear to him that
hc d l see the need for an opposition
on
class lines. To him, at present, "there art no
classes in politics," for be sees that the millionaire on election day, despite his wealth, can only
vote once like himself. He is aloagside the
millionaire in this respect, a "sovereign American citizw." The class nature of the State he
never suspects. Until the worker is convinced
by propaganda and education, or the State itsctf
demonstmtes it t o him, independent politid
action for the working class will make no headway in the unions.
This homrever is not the only opportuniv for
revolutionary political action in the labor unions.
The god must not be lost sight of, the abolition
of capitalism. That is the communist objective
and in winning the worker away from the =pitalist political parties the revolutionary political.
actionist can not tell his ftllow unionists t&at
their satvation Iics in merely voting for a

*
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d acir own. The building up of faith in parliamaat is not communist work. We mast at aff
times expose the State and show it in its true
colors even white we are engaged in the prel i m i n q work of winning the unionists to the
principle of iadepcndent political action h r the
worldng class*

The compI&w of the work makes the task of
the communists quite @cult, but nevdadesa
it must proceed dong those lines. To tell the
~ r k e r that
s the mad to their ezrrawipation tuna
through parliament or to imply it, or men to
withhold the truth, is an abandonment of revaIutioaary political action.
cOnd%tionsP d i a r tQ America

The American labor movement is unlike that
ofother advanced coontriea. The heterogeneous
nature of the workkg class here makes it difficult to organize and stilt more difficult to wield
the organid forces &ertivdp. And what is
trclc of the ordinary field of labor is doubly true
of a revolutionary political pa*.
h view of
these facts greater care has to be used in the
appUcation of revolutionary principles within the
anions.
The approach to the difEcrent sections of the
American proletariat must be from the standpoint of the conditions of the daily Padm in

the historic background of those paxtkpJar
workers and their social status in Am&.
The natural vanguard of the working' clas$
movement in any country is the typical mtim
Born proletarian. Tn counties like the U. S.A.,
where there is a large n u d e r of foreign born
workem, it is men more necessary that the
American born proletafian take the lead. His I
plea for equality amongst the workers and the ,
rooting out of racial prejudices has a mu&
stronger appeal. No proletarian movement haPe
on a mass scale can be successful unless the
vanguard is typically American.
q
By vanguard we do not mean a few natig
barn leaders, nor a few foreign born who have
learned Engiisb well, but that a substantial
portion, the majority if possible, must be native
born American workers. This is at present a

,
1

I
f

sailed and surmormted. The working c h pcutJr
that neglects this important qatter ultimatcIy
must pay the price of such neglect. The working dass movement has no choice in the matter
but to face conditions as they actually arc, It
must assail those conditions and endavor'b

4
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In relation to the presence in the revolutionary
movement of comparatively large numbers of
foreign born workers Frederick Engels in his
time advised the Socialist Labor Party, then the
only one in the field, to surmount its ovcrwhelming foreign make-up. Writing in January,
1887, he called it the "German American
Socialist Labor Party" and said: "In so far this
party is called upon to play a very important
part in the movement. But in order to do so
they wiZl have to doif every remnant of their
for*
garb. They will have to become out and
out American. They can not expect the Americans .to come to them; they, the minority and
the immigrants, must go to the Americans, who
are the vast majority and the natives. And to
do tbat, they must above dl t h i n g learn

English." If Engels were alive today his advice
in relation to certain parties here would still be
in order.

Upside-Down ICewlutiodsts
We continually hear of the conservative cornplex of the American labor movement and its
general backwardness. It is often vociferously
assailed by the revolutionary impatient. It is a
favorite tactic of a certain type when they run
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up against the immobility of the ormass
to resort to a campaign of vilidcatim @ s t
"labor fakers." The "lea&s" u e to thw immature minds the basic cause of the politbl
backwardness of the rank and file. This stultikd
view arises from inability to penetrate below
surface appearances.
Without denying the reactionary part played
by labor leaders w e must look for deeper causes
than that certain quantity of scum that floats
upon the surface of the labor movement. To
lump all leader8 of Iabor together and hurl the
epithet "faker" is not only shortsighted, it is
entirely stupid, It is the wrong way to ebta t h h
contact of a permanent nature with tht progressive section of the labor movement. Tllat is
what the communist in the labor movement must
orim at, the establishing of effective and fasting
contact. But that is not all. When that contact
is established what is to be done with it? The
answer is apparently easy. Have the workers
act, draw them into action against the capitalists
Lead them to the struggle for power. Fine I
But the question arisear, "Can a few intelligent
leadas guide an inexperienced and ignorant
letariat to toits revolutionary goal?" We say ''m
~IIV
can not?'
Then what is to be done? This brings ur to
our ncxt h a
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What is Proletarian
Education?
PROLBTARIAN LESSON, NUMBER I
Ideas, opinions, and conceptions of current
and historical events are formulated and propounded by the prevailing educational system.
The Communist Manifesto states the case
plainly; "The ruling ideas of each q e have ever
been the ideas of its ruling class."
And, since the present educational system is
controlled by the State, which in turn is controlled or dominated by the capitalist class, consequently, the substance of that which is taught
is in harmony with the interests of that class.
From the above premise it naturally follows
that the interests of the workers, which are not
in harmony with the interests of the capitalists,
have little or no place in the present educational
system. The substance of what is taught,
although often harmless enough in its outward
appearance, is basically opposed to the interests
of the working class.
Education is necessarily of a class nature. The
capitalists rule America and other modern
nations. Therefore, it is their education, capitalist education, which prevails. Almost every
phase of thought is permeated by their point of

Public opinim becomes
of capitalist class opinion.
university, the press, the pdpi
the "movies" a11 pmpagandize their
.their "justice," their "liberty," and
These are red enough for the propowqyqr
but they are mere shadows for the propworkers.
The educational system of today is such that
most of its graduates, the so-called educated
people, are, on many irapo-t
subjects, highly
misinformed. They are trained to defend, in a
most learned manner, historic, aocial and sono&
falsehmds.
However, it would be quite a mistake to eontend that the entire teaching of the schools and
universities is unsound; upon certain subject3 the teaching is a11 that might be desired. 13upon such subjects as history, economics and
social d a c e in general, the capidist chsa canl
not d o r d to Iet the tFUth be taught in their
educational institutions as it wolrld undermine
their foundation of profit, interest and rent.

view.
&a

%,

Wakara' EdwBdd mtitutiofzb
Against: the educational system of the capita&
class there arises, at first quite pIdess, the aducational system of the proletsriat. P r o l e ,
education has developed with the @wth adxi$
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qedence of our claas. In its general nature it
i5 unguided. In its incipient stages it is the
written and spoken spontaneous revolt of a
slave class against its exploiters.

To give expression and direction to this general education and to act in accordance with its
concepts certain working class organizations
have sprung up. The most natural, most spontaneous and most elementary, have bewr the
labor unions.
Following upon the heels of the unions have
come into existence political parties of the working class which give expression to the higher
aspects and aims of proIetarian education. In
the main, those parties vary according to the
extent to which they have been able to discard
capitalist notions and overcome the idnence of
capitalist education. The extent, clarity and
vigor of their propaganda and educational work
is based upon their understanding of the nature
of the present d a l order and the nature of the
historic task that the class to which they belong, the proletariat, is called upon to perform.
When the modem working class has reached a
stage of development where the contest with the
ruliag class for power begins to take definite
form, there, the most advanced organizations of
the workers consciously pursue an educational
policy. We, of course, do not use the term edu-

monly used by the capitalistic mind,
mesas when it speaks of "educated" and "olieducated" people. The capitdist use of the tetaa
is quite significant. Here class prejrrdict crops
out and often takes the form of mmbbishncs&
Some of the highly "educated" people, prodt~~ts
of the university mill, never awaken to a 4zation that upon the most important and mmt
obvious historic and economic facts they are ex-

ceedingly well misinformed.
thing far different in mind from the concept that

is bandied about in the capitalist world W c do
not forget class lines. We never forget that the
recognized or official education ia capitatistic and
that the unrecognized or unofficbI education
which is combating it is in the truest sen%
Proletarian Education.
Many so-called tevolutiwista, professing to
speak for the proletariat, sneer at the idea of
educating the working class. They have the
bomgcois conception of education. In fact, for
them, there is no such thhg as proletarian uducation. There is just education, They sae it h
the abstract, as some mcialists see demowwy,
But there is no institution of capitalist adety

'
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opinions of the capitalist class and the most
marked in this respect are the educational instiSupplementing the schools, coIleges and universities, the press, pulpit, cinema and radio
spread capitalist education to the masses. Capitalist education naturally divides itself into two
p a t branches. Education through propaganda
and education through specific instruction. The
editor, the teacher and the preacher are its paid
sewants. Propaganda and instruction of course
flow into each other. There is no sharp line between them-but together they are the means of
carrying out capitalist education.
What is true of capitalist education is also
true of proletarian education. Propaganda is the
elementary stage. Systematic instruction is the
higher stage. Propaganda is aimed to arouse the
mass of workers to the consciausuess of their
class interests. Its purpose is t o awaken, if ever
so slightly, the dormant mass. The labor unions
have done an immense amount of work in this

field.
It ia true that the unions have been guilty of
much miseducation. They have propagandized
the idea that capital and labor are brothers, that
they have interests in common, and that the true
aim of labor is to obtain "a fair day's pay for a
fair day's work," and much more that is equally

-
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unsound. But side by side with .&OW mietak~ri
the anions have >camidon splendid 4
campaigns for organization. They have -f
the need for collective action by the wmkm+*
obtain better working conditions. They hawe
taught the w o r k to emperate with his W
and to fight to win a higher standard, to
solidate his gains and s w v e for greater canquests.

While capitalism lasts, large numbers of
workers wilt never pass beyond the stage where
propaganda is necessary to move them to acL
Those will get their class education, partly
&ugh propaganda and partly as r result of
their daily experiences, However, a large section of the proletariat must pass beyond this
stage before their class will be ready to conquer
power and dominate society.

The tTiw of Slam
Watchwords and slogans play a tremendous
pm, especially when a crisis is approaching.
They serve the dual function of moving the m s
to act and then holding the workers steady in
fact of counter-propaganda, often skillfully
applied by the spokesmen of their enemies.
Notable examples of this swt of work can be
takw from recent events in Great Britah The
propaganda of both classes and their sl~ga.ajk
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us valuable itssons, The stirring slogan,
atbibuted to A. J. Cook of the miners : "Not a
penny off the pay-not a second on the day,"
was probably the most potent ever used in a
labor dispute. The simplicity of its words, as
well as its jingle, gave it great penetration and
dectiveness. It was a sort of "they shall not
pass*' of the British tpiners in their war with the

&cr

The capitalists, on the other hand, arc not
and stampeding the workers.
Their public men know well how to take advantage of certain i h b m prejudices of the mass
mind. The "Zinoviev letter," which was sprung
upon the British electorate on the eve of the
last general election, was an a p l e of clever
propaganda. It attracted large numbers of votes
slow at sloganizing

for the Conservative party.
Slogans, of course, can be misapplied. They
are ineffective when out of keeping with the
immediate and imperative needs of the workers.
Here their application not only does not benefit
the workers bat may greatly injure the working
c l a ~cause. In class warfare the slogan must
be applied with great cart in order to prove an
effextive weapon.
In view of the results obtained, we do not
think it an -ration
to say that the slogans
of the Bolshwiki, "Peace, bread and land," and

"AU power
d d v e
**

to the
were,
most
used by the working c l ~ in
s lctl hI

The next stage beyond slogans is the develop.
ment of elementary principles calculated to ba
come a permanent part of thc inteIlectual equipment of the proletariat This is just as difficult
of application as the slogana Those principlw
must be in harmony with the worker's experience w clw their application wilI be wasted
effort. Any formula that is not in keeping with
lhis daily affairs or is not quite obvious to him
when plainly presented is worse than useless.
For itlustration, if a speaker were to g~ to the
gate of a factory where the workers were getting
bettcr conditions than ever before and where
there were enough unemployed hanging around
to fin their jobs, an appeal to &ow w o r h &
go on strike m u l d fall upon deaf ears. Or if a
call is made for the formation of a Labox Party
where no preparation has beon ma& to win the
workers for independent working Ass political
action, and where it is perfectly obvious that
tabor is indifferent to the project, it is woxac
than foolish. I t not only adds to d n g
prejudices but brings other evils in its trail. The
efiorts, too, put forth on such futiIe d might

be carried on and must take hold of the worker's
mind before he will respond to an appeal for
their abolition and their replacement by other
institutions of a diflerent type.
In countries like America this work is difficult
because appearances are so deceptive. Take for
instance, the class nature of the American government with its purely formal democracy. To
bdng home the facts in this relation to the
worker's mind the class nature of the State must
be exposed through the events of American history and not merely through d i n g comparison
with foreign governments. T o appeal to the
American worker to abolish institutions by compating them with those of other countries is btginning by "rubbing the fur the wrong way."
The chief events in American history must be
presented in their true light and the nature of
the public instittitions explained, clearly, simply
and convincingly, This m r k requires systematic propaganda, not merely to catch the ear
of the worker or to move the mass in a crisis
but with a view to permanent enlightenment.
The facts must be furnished in such a way that

the worker can grasp them and pass tb6m.w to

his fellow workas.
Apart from the general lessons of eurre~t
peningai, often incomprehensible to the mrleers,
presented through the ilIuminating d p h
which comprehending Manrians can make, there
arc a multitude of simple and permanent fseta
that efforts should be made to instill into the

working class mind.

Economic Knowledge
In t h i s field ofgeneral working-class education
the crying need for economic knowledge is
apparent. The economic organizations, the
unions, need this howledge badly. Without it
the membership is heavily handicapped in its
ordinary deliberations. What wages really.are,
what different aspects they assume, is not only
a mystery to the workers in general but a
mystery to the organized workers and those who
play the part of leadership.
Systematic dork to get this simple knowledge
to the workers is one of tbe chief phases of p
l e t a h education, especially in America at this
time. Not only on the floor of the union must
this knowledge be givw out but it must be
'broadcasted to the masses at large by w h e e r
means is available. T%e worker who grasps the
nature of wages, nominal, real and rela~m,is

m-
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W s h e d with the means of understanding the
way in which capitalist profits are e t e d out
of his labor. In other words, he is let in on the

secret of capibrirt eqloitation of which he is
the victim. The source of the mt f m n w is
stripped of its mystery. The process becomes an
opcn book to him.
The average worker regards the vast fortunes
of the capitalists as the result oi "superior
brains," or the natural result of frugality and
personal worth. Some, of course, think it is the
result of "plain bone-headed luck" and the religious ones attribute it to "God's peculiar way
of working." The semi-religious thittk that
"providence" has brought it about.
The teal facts of American history, especially
in relation to the Civil War as a struggle 'between classea, the purpose of the M d c m War,
the Spanish-American War and the World War
must be brought home to the working class in
an unmistakable manner.
The operation of government, local, state and
national, must be unmasked. Its repressive
character, concealed behind a smoke screen of
democracy, must be exposed. For this purpose
the labor press is not s d c i e n t , nor ia the lecture
platform capable of reaching the masses. Propaganda leaflets by the million mast carry not

-
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mere tirade* again& capitdam, ~
~
~
mation in simple, effective
CUIM. will not ~1 -pi&
to the
nor wiU hawledge alone end its rule. w
i
it is ctrtPin thak its fall cannot be brought
without mass knowledge of the nature d c 4 b d
by Frederick Engels in the fallowing w o r b :
'Where the question involves the
transformation of the social organizath,
the masses themselves have already p@
what the struggle is dl about and what they
to stand for. This is wbat the #histoyof tBc
last fifty yeass has taught us. But in order tbt
the masm may uderstand what is to be dose,
f
o
x and persistent work is needed and it is jast
this work that we are now doing, and that, toa,
with, a 1ucce~sthat drives our o p p o m to
despair."
This brings as to the second stage of P w
IttaFian Education, the s p d c k ~ ~ w l t d gthat
e
the "officer$ of labor's a r m i d must haye if they
are to wide the proletariat to vktwy.
Our next lesson will deal with the &baa
aspmts of Proletarian Education-"MKnowIedge."

~
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What is Marxian
Knowledge?

PROLETARIAN LESSON, NUMBEFt 6
The education of the working class, as we have
shown in the preceeding lesson, is partly the result of experience and partly the result of conscious effort, the latter dividing into propaganda
and systematic instruction.
The highest development of proletarian education, mainly through instruction, fa Marxism.
But Marxian knowledge is not merely an acquaintance with the writings of Karl Ma=.
Although the basic principles lie in what was
first clearly formulated by him, the term Marxism
has a much wider significaacc.
An understanding of the following three
principles is essential to Marxian knowledge.
First, there is the principle.of the Class Struggle;
second, the Materialist Conception of History,
and third, the principle of Surplws Value.
Marxian education proceeds along the lines of
imparting a knowledge of these three principles,
or of obtaining, if the worker studies alone, a
working knowledge of them.
In our first lesson we gave an elementary outline of the Class Struggle. Therefore, at this
point we would refer the reader back to lesson
number one.
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The Materialist Conceptim of

As to the Materialist Conception of Historyt
Frederick EngeIs opens chapter three of
"Socialism, Utopian and Scientific" with these
words :
I

"The materialist conception of history
starts from the proposition that the production of the means to support human life
and, next to production, the exchange of
things produced, is the basis of all social
structure; that in every society that has
appeared in history, the manner in which
wealth is distributed and society divided
into classes or orders, is dependent upon
what is produced, how it is produced, and
how the products are exchanged. From this
point of view the final causes of all social
changes and political revolutions are to be
sought, not in man's brains, not in man'^
better insight irlto eternal truth and justice,
but in changes in the modes of production
and exchange. They are to be sought, not
in the philosophy, but in the emnomica of
each particular epoch."
Here Engels furnishes us the groundwork for
an understanding of the materialist conception gf
history. Re tells us plainly where to look for
final causes and where not to took. .Engels was
st co-discoverer of the materialist conception of
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histmy with Karl Bbarx, although he gim his
more brilliant associate full 'credit for the discovery.
Mam in ihe introduction to his "Critique of
Political Economy" tells how Engels "came by
r different road to the same conclusions." It is
in this same introduction that Manr says:
'The general conclusion at which I arrived
and which; ofice reached, continued to seme
as the leading thread in my studies, may be
briefly summed up as follom:
"In the social production which men carry
on they enter into definite relations that are
indispensable and independent of their will;
these relations of production correspond to
a definite stage of development of their
material powers of production. The sum
total of these relations of production constitutea the economic stmcture of wciety-the
r e d foundation, on which rise legal and
political superstructures and to which mrespond definite forms of so&! condousnesa. The mode of production 3n material
life determines the general charact- of the
sccial, political and spiritual processes of
life. It is not the consciousness of m w that
determines their existence, but on the contrary, thdr social existence determines their
<xmsciousness. At a certain stage of their
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development, the material forces o
duction in society come in conflict with the
existing relations of production, or-what is
but a legal expression of the same thingwith the property relations within which
they have been at work before. From forms
of deveIopment of the forces of production
thehie turn into their fetters. Then comes
the period of social revolution. With the
change of the economic foundation the entire immense superstructure is more or less
rapidly transformed. In considering such
transformations the distinction should always
be made between the material transformation
of the economic conditions of production
which can be determined with the precision
of natural science, and the legal, political,
religious, aesthetic or philosaphic-in short
ideological forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it out"
This somewhat lengthy quotation is a replete
statement of the economic foundation and the
social superstructure that arises from it. It
shows that it is the changes in the economic
basis that bring about changes in the superstructure. A transformation in the methods of
production must result in a transformation of thc
social system. Revolution abolishes the old
social order and ushers in the new.

6s
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A Sharp IntdlectuaI Wcapon
The materialist conception of history is not
merely a view of history. It is the highest expression of historic materialism, its culmination.
It is the intellectual weapon of attack, widded
by the vanguard of the proletariat in its conflict
with the ruling classes of today. It furnishes the
means whereby the alert proletarians are able to
acquire a more accurate and more complete
knowledge of the past, to comprehend what took
place and why. The Mamian is able to see
more clearly than others what is going on in the
present and consequent1y is supplied with a key
to the unlocking of future history. He can not,
of course, tell exactly when things will happen.
He can not 'give the dates nor the details in advance, but he can tell what must happen and
why it must bappen. He is the first to detect
the signs of the coming events and he, amongst
all the workers, knows best what should be done
by his class.
Just as a farmer can tell better than a coal
miner when it is going to rain, so, too, can the
informed Marxian recognize the infallible signs
of approaching social storm. Nikolai Lenin,
wielding this weapon in 1917, knew better than
any other man in Russia what was going on
around him and what was most likely to
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lhappen. As a consequence he also knew best
what to do and when to do it.
In the fall of 1917 we read in the Ampress that the Bolshwik party had announced
its intention of taking power within a wcek
More than a week passed before the Bolshevilri
led the workers t o seize power and we learned
in the course of time that i t was upon the
advice of Lenin that the revolutionary step was
taken. Knowledge of the objective conditions
brought Lenin to the conclusion that the mashies
were ripe for action, that it was a case of "now
or never" if the Bolsheviks m to lead the proletariat to victory, His Marxian knowledge
enabled him to arrive at a clear decision in the
matter. Such is the value of the historical
analysis that flows from a comprehensive grasp
of the materialist conception of 'history.

The utopian socialists during the first half of
indicted and
vigorously condemned capitalism for its exploitation of the working class, but they were
quite incapable of explaining its genesis, the his'
toric character of its development and the underlying laws of its economic and social pmceak
Says Engels: "It was necessary to lay bare ib
essential character, which was still a secret
the nineteenth century cleverly
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This was done by the discovery of surplu&.valw.
It was shown that the appropriation of unpaid
labor is the basis of the capitalist mode of production and of the expIoitation of the worker
that occurs under it; that even if the capitalist
buys the labor-power of his laborer at its full
value as a commodity on the market, he yet extracts more value from it than be paid for; and
that in the ultimate analysis this surplus value
forms those sums of value from which are
heaped up the constantly increasing massea of
capital in the bands of the possessing classes.
The genesis of capitalist production and the production of capital were both explained!'
Eagels adds: "These two great discoveries,
the materialist conception of history and the
revelation of the secret of capitalistic production
through surplus-value, we owe to Marlt*'
Surplus-value, therefore, is simply what the
capitalist holds on to after he has paid for the
raw materiala* wear and tear on the means of
produdon, and wages. It is the difference bttween his production costs and the price he received for the finished commodity. In other
mrdq to the value of the raw materials,
mechanical power, etc, there is added another
value, a surplus-valuc It is from the labors of
the workers and from that source alone that the
surplus-value arises.

A
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Marx, in discovering the secret o

believed that profits arise in some rnpteriotls
manner through buying cheap and selling dear.
Those who used that argument forgot that what
they gained as a seller they would lose again as
a buyer at the hands of some other seller. Ma=
poked fun at such a theory of proiits by pokting
out that if it were true then we eonld all become
rich by taking in each other's washing.

M

b and scitl[l#

As we have already pointed out, there is much
more t o what is now termed Marxism than the
writings of Karl Mars The Marxian system is
truly in harmony with science in general and is
comprehensive enough to embrace all & t n S c
thought. Especially is this true in relation to
those sciences which have direct bewing upon
social evolution.
Xn the "Communist Manifesto," drafted in
1847, Mant and Engels had written fiThehistory
of all hitherto existiag society is the history of
dass struggles." At that time lmowlcdge in

LESSONS
Lcwia H. Morgan

It was an American, Lewis H. Morgan, who
soIved the mystery of the ancient social order.
In his work, "Ancient Society," published in
1877, Morgan, unknown to Marx and Engels,
shows clearly that he had arrived at a similar
understaiding of the social process. Engefs,
writing in 1884, says: "In America, Morgan had,
in a manner, discovered anew the materialistic
conception of history, originated by Marx forty
years ago."
What is mainly appropriated by M h m from
Morgan is an understanding of tbe fact that during the greater part of all human time man lived
in a dassless society and that, therefore, the
struggles between classes do not make their
appearance until the means of production takes
the form of private property.
fn addition to his explanation of the structure
of Savagery and Barbarism, forms of society
organized dong the lines of blood relationship,
subdivided into sex related groups, Morgan also
aees that it is in the development of the mode
of acquiring the means of subsistence, the
weapons, tools, utensils and other material things
with which man works, that the propeuing force
of soda1 development lies. This is where he is
in line with M d s m . He recognizes the
economic basis as the underlying factor of
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savagery and barbarism and ixweu &dr h b p
ment through the development of the to&, amd
other appliancen, just as Manc and E
&
h~d
pointed it oat as the underlying factor of chi&
zation's development.
Chsrrler D a d n

In his "Biographical Memoirs of Karl M w "
Wilhelm Liebknecht write6 of his relations wi*
Marx and En&
ia London, whence he had faed
as aa exile from Germany, he apt& of B b d ~
enthusiasm for scieace and mehanical progress
as follows:
"Soon we prere on the field of Natural
Science, and Marx ridicufed the v i d m s
reaction in Europe that fancied it had
smothered the m u t i o n and did not
euspect that Natural Science was preparing
a new revolution. That King Stwho
had revolutionized the world in the last ccntury had ceased to rule, and that into Ita
place a far greater revolutionist would step,
the electric spark And now Manr, aI1
flushed and excited, told me that during the
last few days the modd of an electric engine
drawing a rzlilwad train was on d b i b
in Regent street. 'Now the problem ia
. sofv~d-the c m s e q u ~arc i n d e W e .
In the wake of the economic revolution t
h

F
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political must n t c a s d y 'follow, for tbe
latter is only the expression of the former'!'
Liebknecht adds : "In the way that Manr discussed the progress of science and mechanics,
his conception of the world and especially that
part later-on called the matddist knception of
history, became so clearly apparent that certain
doubts I had hitherto entettained vanished like
snow in the spring."
The discovtriee of Charles Darwin fitted in so
well with the materialist mception of history
that it could, in s sense be called the materialist
conception of nature, as distinct from the
theological or idealist conception of nature.
Manr and his immediate assuciates hailed Darwin's epoch-making discoveries, although in
another field, as an amplification of their own.
Liebknecht speaks of the event and its effect
upon them as follows: "When Darwin drew the
consequences of his investigations and presented
them to the public we spoke for months of nothing else but Darwin and the revolutiouizing
power of lhis scientific conquests."
Although Darwinism has found its place in
the bourgcoia world, ~ 5 t hthe exception of certain backward parts, such as southern American
states, its premiw when applied to social qucstions, if applicable at all, fit in with the intellectual equipment of the workers rather than

rrl
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that of the capitaIists. k~ourgsoh&b
drawn analogies from Darwin to &OW that fi
struggle for existence has dunonstrated the fitl
mess of the capitalists to survive, and that
fore capitalism is in harmony with naturt, c#.
This, of course, is a petversion, mince the law
that applies in the animal kingdom, the hw of
tusk, fang md claw, eliminates the d t and the
worthless, but when applied to man, especially
under the present social system, it is quik a
different matter. W e find that capitaIism often
protects the u d t and the w o a e s s and
nourishes them in the lap of luxury, while it
stames, slaughters and maims the useful industrious section of the populace. Instead of
the survival of the fittest, poverty often gas i.
its work and wealth frequently assures the surc
viva1 of the a&.
'
l
J-Ph =ewm

1

they were not conscious wmkers for a new mid
order, but they performed a gigantic work which
has had a revolutionizing etTect upon tht minds
of the workers and contributed much toward
undermining the preaent social order. Howcv*,
that was not their aim. They were nvolutionist~,
of course, in their rtspectivt fieIda of mdeawp,
Morgan revolutionized the conception of ths
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ancient social order (never yet recognized by the
official institutions of learning) and Dnmh
revolutionized man's conception of nature. Both
were in Iine with the materialist conception of
things.
Joseph Dietzgen, a German working man, a
tanner, working in the field of philosophy, followed the main philosophical systems to their
logicat conclusion. In his work, "The Positive
Outcome of Philosophy," he follows the historic course of philosophy to its positive
outcome. His conelusions were, in brief, that
philosophy, as such, has fulfilled its historic
function and that the various branches of inklIectual endeavor, formerly covered by philosophy, have passed into the realm of the different natural sciences, leaving only the thinking process itseff to be explained,
Diezgen set himself the task of explaining the
fanctioning of the human mind, He succeeded
in laying bare the "understanding of understanding" by explaining the nature of human
brain work, how the mind works. He in effect
carried out on the mental, or philosophical plane
the evolutionary process that Engels and Marx
carried out on the historic and economic planes.
Of course Marx and his associates dealt d t h
tfit reflex of matwid things in men's minds,but
it was Dietzgen's special work to trace those
philosophical dections of material evolution to

-
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their natural conclusion which waa p h d y
reaching the same gosl as the othm a h d y
mentioned, but in the field of mental activity.
Just as through making use of the matarhht
conception of history to explain the m a M t
conception of history we can best account for iW
discovery and explain its function, so d m
Dietzgen show that an understanding of understanding, a knowledge of the thinking p~mc#,
can best help the thinker to direct tbe
process itself. This knowIedge explains the
manner ia which man obtains his ideas from the
material environment through the medium of
sense perceptions. It demonstrates the p r o m
of co-ordinating the sense perceptions which result in the ideas, or mental pictures of the
phenonoma observed by the senses and showa
how the brain norts out the ideas and stom
them away for future use through that m u i d
functioning which we call the memory. Wits
this knowledge, thinking itself becomes a d e n tifie process and the brain more and more
directs the brain. The person in possession of
the understanding of the thinking process does
not closet himself and try to cudgel ideas from
the brain. He knows that which is not in can
not come out. He first goes to material souma
for observation. In other w ~ r d s his b d n
directs him t o take his brain to where it can
get sense perceptions, "food for thoughk"
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REVOLUTION AND COUNTERREVOLUTION
OR GERMANY IN 1848
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